ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
There are different ways of improvement of wear resistance of contacting bodies. The most effective of them are multifunctional strengthening coatings (galvanic, chemical coatings, coating application in vacuum, from melts, coating with plastic, spraying, etc.) and also usage of technologies which are based on purposeful change of physicomechanical properties of the surface layers [1, 2] . Despite the great achievements in predicting the volumetric and contact strength of continuous bodies [3] and bodies with crack-like defects (cuts) [4] [5] [6] , the problem of wear resistance prediction remains actual both in theoretical and applied aspects [7] [8] .
THEORETICAL RESULTS
Mathematical modelling of the coatings by thinwalled elements results in the necessity of investigation of peculiarities of deformation and their contact interaction with huge elastic bodies [9] [10] [11] [12] . The plain contact problems about interaction of rigid punches with the large bodies protected by a thin coating with account of their wear process are considered in the paper. The coating is modelled by the generalized theory of transversal isotropic plates, an elastic basis -by a semi-plane (Fig. 1) . The plane strain is considered and all values that correspond to semiplane, are designated by index "0". It is accepted, that the punch is pressed to the plate -coating of thickness 2h by force P. The punch moves with average speed V to the direction perpendicular to the plane of figure 1. Due to friction, the wear process occurs there. The process of wear is modelled by a linear dependence between the intensity of wear and the work of friction forces, thermal effects are not taken into account. That is true for rather small speeds and loadings. Fig. 1 The deflection of the plate -covering w and is determined from equation [14] 
and external surfaces movement by formulas 
The stress-strain state of the semi-space in displacements (plane strain, inertial components are not taken into account) is determinated from formulas [3] The problem is to find a common solution of the system of equations (1) and the equations of the plane theory of elasticity under conditions:
between the coating and the elastic base between the punch and the coating
(5) Here the wear, * w , is determined by the formula [7] :
where δ(t) is the punch motion as a rigid whole, the f(x) -is the punch profile. Solving the plane problem of the elasticity theory by Fourier transformations and the equation of equilibrium for the coating (1), using in this case the condition of contact between the coating and the base (4) , between the punch and the coating (5) and the law of wear (6) the basic integrated equation for finding the contact pressure р (x, t) is obtained as
Unknown a(t) and δ(t) are found from conditions
From the integral equation (7) it is easy to receive such partial cases: -The coating is modelled by Tymoshenko theory ( ′ → ∞ E ): the integral equation is transformed to the first kind and has a form (previous differentiation of the condition of contact is carried out)
-The coating is modelled by the classic KirchoffLove theory (
). The integral equation is of the form (9), and function GT transforms to:
-at h=0 the integral equation of a problem about a semi-plane wear is obtained [9] ( ) (8) we get the integral equation of the contact problem without wear for bodies with the coating, and in the case of equation (10) we get the known singular integral equation [14] .
The asymptotic analysis of the obtained integral equations is carried out, their specific features are identified.
The wear of the coating on an elastic base is also investigated if the coating is modelled by a Vincler layer with a factor
, where
ν are thickness of the layer, the shear modulus Poisson coefficient respectively [9] . The contact problem about wear of a thin infinite plate on a rigid base is considered. Between the plate and the base there is the elastic layer.
The condition of the punch contact with the plate with account of wear is written as:
where K w =fVK.
From the condition of the plate contact with the
, and from the second equation (2) we have, that
We substitute this expression into equilibrium equation (1), and use Fourier transformations with respect to x and thus determining w. As a result of
here after no asterisks will not be used) we can put down
where
Substituting w in expression (11), we receive the basic integral equation of the problem
From here it is also easy to get partial cases: 1) For the coating which is described by the theory of plates like Tymoshenko, in equation (6) it is necessary to put
3) at h=0 we get the wear processes of Vincler layer on the rigid base, and the integral equation (6) is written as:
Solutions of the obtained integral equations for a punch without angular points are searched under conditions (8) .
Fourier's transformant of the integral equation (13) To find a solution of the integral equation (13) under conditions (8) we use the step-by-step algorithm. At the first step (if t=0), taking into account the first condition (8), equation (13) 
It is seen from here, that at each following step of the algorithm the addend appears in the left-hand side, received at the previous step. The process proceeds until the achievement of the given operating time of the friction pair. The integral equation (13) Dotted and dash-dot lines are distribution of contact pressure at t=100sec and t=1000sec, respectively.
The problem solution enables one to investigate the process of wear both as the rigid on the metal base (classical theory of plates) protective coatings, and the rather soft, including and composite coatings (the specified theories). By calculations it is easy to investigate the wear resistance of coating depending on frictional characteristics of the contact pair (speed of mutual slipping, the friction coefficient) while the physico-mechanical and geometrical parameters, and the presence of intermediate layer enables one to take into account the peculiarities of preparation of the detail surface before application of the coating.
A partial case of the problem considered in the previous subsection is important from the practical point of view. At h=0 we have a Vincler layer wear on a rigid base, and the problem is to find the solution of the integral equation (14) which is re-writen as
By differentiating equations (17) with respect to x, and using Laplace transformations with respect to t, we determine transformant of contact pressure and use the reverse Laplace transformation. As a result of the performed transformations we get
Using the first condition (8) , the given formula is written down as:
Let the wear occurs by a parabolic punch (Fig. 4) . Substituting f(x) in formula (18) and using the second condition (8), we receive the relation for determining the contact area
Substituting (19) in formula (18), we get the final expression for contact pressure For evaluation of δ(t) the contact pressure (20) is substituted in the integral equation (17) . After transformations we obtain (Fig. 5) the solution of the integral equation (17) Using conditions (24) and formulas (19) , (22), the time of complete wear of the coating for corresponding punches is determined by formulas 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The main attention has been concentrated on chromium coatings that are widely applied to protection of metals against wear and corrosion [19] . The coatings application from metal melts that contained chromium oxide was used [20, 21] . The coatings on 45 steel that are characterized by higher, compared with a matrix, hardness (Fig. 7) are received.
Wear resistance was determined by the analysis of the gravimetric data and change of thickness of the coating eventually after tests in conditions of dry friction of such a pair as "bushing-insert". 
CONCLUSION
The proposed data testify to the fact, that application of mathematical modelling methods for real objects with thin coatings allows us with high reliability, taking into account real friction conditions, to predict process of wear process and to determine the resource of the work-ability.
